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Details of Visit:

Author: burt
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 15 July 2004 2.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

A very nice hotel in West London not too far from South Ken Station. The room is extremely
spacious and has clean towels and clean linin. The hotel is very nice and there is a relaxed
atmosphere and very safe.

The Lady:

Both Amy and Cindy looked amazing. Amy was wearing a black dress with heels and Cindy
completmenting but reflecting her personallity wearing sexy tight jeans and a top. Both these ladies
look great, all over tana nd perfectly trimmed and well kept bodies. Both have enhanced breast but
so suttle and not in your face :-)

The Story:

Was saving up for a death by blondes and what an amazing pair to have that with. Having seen
both Amy and Cindy seperately I could ask for nothing more. They are also good friends and share
the hotel (have seperate rooms) so mates all around.

They treated me to a very mind blowing experience of OW (at my request), taking it it turns and
then together. Amy sucking my balls, then both Amy and Cindy frenching over my cock and both
mouths up and down my shaft. In the middle of that, I was able to finger both ladies individually in
both holes with loads of kissing and sucking on those amazing breasts of theirs.

We moved onto a standing position, with me fingering Cindy and Amy on her knees giving me oral.
Both Amy and myself fingered Cindy whilst standing then Amy went down on Cindy.

I asked both ladies to get onto all fours onto the bed with me standing at the edge. Their arses were
amazing, popped up ready to be fingered. So I did, with both of them on each hand and they
pushed up and down on the fingers whilst kissing each other.

I then fucked Cindy in doggy whilst Amy played with her breasts. I then moved onto Amy from
behind whilst Cindy kissed me.
I couldn't hold out much longer so off with the condom and whilst standing, Amy got on her knees
and started to finish me off with oral whilst I stood with Cindy, kissing and fingering.
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I finally came in Amy's mounth.

What an amazing scenario. I will never forget it.

We then laid down onto the bed and had a chat. It's like being with old friends, these ladies are
really nice, they're not stuck up and rush to get you out like others would. They enjoyed the chat
and it was me that realised that I should be going, so with a quick shower I was on merry and very
happy way.

It's not often that you get chance to be with one lovely lady but when you have two.....wow!

Thanks for a great time Amy and Cindy
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